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Completing a Budget
Overview

Students continue to prepare for the JA Finance Park simulation by researching
the price of goods and services and practicing their budgeting skills. They
evaluate hypothetical life situations and prioritize budget items.

Teacher Introduction

Financial problems typically occur because people fail to plan ahead. A budget
can help to avoid some of these financial pitfalls. To create a budget, a person
needs to gather the information needed to make smart money decisions,
establish financial objectives and goals, make informed decisions about how to
achieve those goals, and balance a budget to fit within his or her income.
Budgeting often is an unfamiliar concept to students. But it is a skill they will
need to master if they are to lead a financially successful life. That future starts
with giving students sufficient practice to feel competent enough to create a
budget. To prepare for the JA Finance Park simulation, students will develop and
complete a typical monthly budget. The exercise begins with students using the
Internet (or newspapers, catalogs, and magazines that you provide) to research
prices on goods and services they must buy. This will help students see the
range of prices offered for different goods and services. They will then create
a visual representation of their research that will help them make their budget
decisions.
Student groups will receive a Life Scenario card that assigns them an income,
family status, and age. Using their assigned income, they create a budget,
determine an amount to save or invest, choose items to purchase, and finally
see if they can get the things they need and want and still balance their budget
with a little money left over at the end of the month.
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This Extension Activity is best completed in four sessions: Set Up and Gather
Information; Budget and Establish Financial Goals; Make Informed Decisions
Using Research; and Shop and Balance the Budget. The teacher acts as
a facilitator, allowing students to follow their own ideas about their group’s
budget needs. Consider using the first day of this extension activity to review
procedures. Then let students dive in, move ahead, and accomplish their goals.
You should remain available to answer questions and give guidance. Plan for
three to four 45-minute sessions.
You will decide the method of student assessment for this lesson. You may have
each student complete and turn in his or her own worksheets or have each
group turn in one packet of worksheet pages.
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Materials

oo Life Scenario Cards
oo Student Introduction
oo Average Household Budget
Chart

Life Scenario
Cards

oo Student Checklist
oo Worksheets 1-22 (for students to complete)
oo Access to computers and the Internet (optional)

Average
Household Budget

oo Scissors, tape, glue (not provided, optional)
oo Poster board (not provided, optional)
oo Calculators and local newspapers, magazines,
catalogs, and store fliers (not provided)

Completing a Budget Activity Steps
Worksheets
1-22

Set Up and Gather Information:

1. Ask students to read the Student Introduction on Page 17 and
study Worksheet 2, Average Household Budget, on Page 21.
As a class, review the major points about budgets and answer
questions students may have.
2. Arrange the students into cooperative learning groups. Randomly
assign one of the eight Life Scenario cards to each student group.
The scenarios appear on Pages 9-15.
3. To make informed decisions, students will need to research
items and prices available in their local area. As they gather this
information for each category, they should create a PowerPoint,
Prezi, mural, collage, or other visual aid.
o Research categories are: Housing, Transportation, Groceries,
Clothing, Philanthropy, and Entertainment. You may want to list
these budget categories on the board.
o Research on other categories is optional.
o Students should display pictures and prices from catalogs,
newspapers, Internet sites, coupons, etc., to show budget
options.
o Students can gather information in one session or research
each budget category as they complete the worksheet for that
category.
o Students present the information to the class if time allows.
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Budget and Establish Financial Goals:
5. Have students complete Worksheet 1, Net Monthly Income (NMI),
Page 20, by using the information from their Life Scenarios. You
may have each student complete his or her own worksheet using
the group’s Life Scenario or have each group complete one set of
worksheets. An Answer Key for the NMI Worksheet is on Page 51.
6. Direct students to complete Worksheet 3, Budget Guidelines,
Page 22, to determine their spending limit. If desired, have them
complete Optional Worksheet A, Percentage Bank, Pages 15-16,
using the Net Monthly Income from Worksheet 1. They can then
use the figures from the Percentage Bank to fill in the minimum and
maximum amounts for each category on the Budget Guidelines
worksheet. An Answer Key for the Percentage Bank Worksheet is
on Page 52.
7. Ask students to complete Student Worksheet 4, Savings and
Investments, Page 24, to determine how much they would like to
save each month. Optional: Have the students read and discuss
Optional Worksheet B, Investment Portfolio, Page 22. Have them
choose three stocks to track. They may not spend more than 50
percent of their savings on stocks. Have the students complete
Optional Worksheet C, Personal Investment Report, Page 26.
Remind them to update the report daily using the Internet or
the stock section of the local newspaper. (See Step 15 for the
conclusion of this activity.)
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4. Explain to students that they should use the Student Checklist on
Page 18 to complete the worksheets and the budget activity.

Make Informed Decisions Using Research:
8. Have students read through and discuss each of the worksheets
and make spending decisions based on their budget guidelines.
You may want to have them indicate their choices on their visual
aid (PowerPoint, poster, etc.).
9. The total amount (shaded green box) from each worksheet that has
such a box must be transferred to Worksheet 22, The Budget, on
Page 47. These totals can either be transferred as each worksheet
is completed, or the totals from all worksheets can be transferred
during the Shop/Balance the Budget session.
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10. The following tips may help you guide student groups as they work
through their checklist to complete the worksheets:
• Housing: After reading Worksheet 5, Housing. Page 27,
students should complete either Worksheet 6, Home Buyer,
Page 28, OR Worksheet 7, Home Renter, Page 29, using
information from their research. If their credit score is below
680, they cannot buy a home and must rent. Home renters
may find roommates to help cut costs. Optional: Have students
use an online mortgage calculator like https://www.capitalone.
com/home-loans/mortgage/calculator to determine monthly
payments with interest, then input the monthly amount into the
Housing line on Worksheet 22, The Budget.
• Utilities: A chart on Worksheet 8, Utilities, Page 30, is used to
determine utility payments for electricity and water/sewer/trash.
• Transportation: Students complete Worksheet 9,
Transportation—Fixed Costs, Page 31, using information from
their research. They must choose a car that fits their family
profile. A credit score of 620 or more is needed to buy a new
car. They will use the provided charts to determine interest
and other costs. If desired, students may opt for public
transportation and must buy a bus pass for each adult and
child in their Life Scenario. Have them enter the price of the
monthly bus pass in Line 8 of the Transportation worksheet.
• Gas and Maintenance: Students will use charts on Worksheet
10, Transportation—Variable Costs, Page 33, to determine
gas and maintenance costs. Students who choose public
transportation will not have this expense.
• Food: Students use a chart on Worksheet 11, Groceries, Page
34, to choose the meal plan that best fits their budget. Optional:
Have students read Optional Worksheet D, Food, Household,
and Hygiene, Page 35, and complete Optional Worksheets E
through G, Pages 36-38, to determine their monthly grocery
budget.
• Health Insurance: Students use a chart on Worksheet 12,
Health Insurance, Page 39, to determine costs of healthcare
coverage for their family.
• Phone: Students use a chart on Worksheet 13, Phone, Page
40, to determine their rate plan. Alternately, have them use the
Internet or local ads to research a plan and a company that
suits their needs and their budget.
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• Home Improvement and Furniture: Students use their
research to make furniture or home improvement choices
totaling $600 or more and list them on Worksheet 15, Home
Improvement and Furniture, Page 43. They use a chart to
determine the interest on their purchase. If they choose energy
efficient home improvements, such as solar panels, LED
lighting or ENERGY STAR appliances, they can deduct $25
from their electricity bill on Worksheet 8, Utilities.
• Entertainment: Using their research, students choose up to
four activities appropriate for their Life Scenario and complete
Worksheet 16, Entertainment, Page 44.
• Cable and Internet: Students use a chart on Worksheet 17,
Cable and Internet, Page 45, to pick a rate plan based on
all family members’ needs and then choose any additional
services. You also can have them research local companies
or Internet choices for plans and rates. It is often possible to
bundle phone, Internet, and cable.
• Dining Out: A chart is available on Worksheet 18, Dining Out,
Page 46, to help students determine the cost of dining out.
Students also can use the Internet or local menus to plan their
budget for dining out.
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• Clothing and Accessories: Students use research results to
choose a given set of clothing items on Worksheet 14, Clothing
and Accessories, Page 41, based on their Life Scenario.
Optional: To save time, have students use the chart on Optional
Worksheet H, Clothing—Discount to Designer, Page 42, to
choose clothing from one of three different price brackets.

• Philanthropy: After researching some nonprofit or charity
organizations, students choose at least one to receive a
percentage of their income, recording it on Worksheet 19,
Philanthropy, Page 47. During the simulation, they may choose
to donate their time in addition to or instead of money.
• Education: Students should transfer their amount of
educational debt from the Life Scenario to Worksheet 20,
Education, Page 48. They should then calculate 0.5 percent
of the education debt, which is the minimum amount that
must be paid each month. Students also may choose ongoing
education from the chart provided and add that to their monthly
education expense.
• Child Care: Students must account for child care if there are
children in their Life Scenario. Worksheet 21, Child Care, Page
49, directs them to choose an amount for different levels of
care for each of their children.
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Optional: If students are completing the investment activity, have them
update daily Optional Worksheet C, Personal Investment Report, Page
26. Have them then calculate any profit or loss and turn in the Investment
Report with their other papers.

Shop and Balance the Budget:
11.

Have students complete Worksheet 22, The Budget, Page 50, by
transferring the Maximum Guidelines amount in each category
from Worksheet 3, Budget Guidelines, Page 22.

12.

Students will transfer the total amount in the shaded box from
each worksheet to its corresponding line in the Expenditure
Amount column on Worksheet 22, The Budget, checking totals as
necessary. Instruct students to make sure each line is completed
(unless you have chosen to eliminate certain worksheets for
the sake of time). If an amount is missing, students should find
the total from the appropriate worksheet and then transfer it
to Worksheet 22. Have the students deduct total expenditure
amounts from their Net Monthly Income to determine what amount
they will have left after paying expenses.

Collect and review the students’ work, including any worksheets you
want to grade, The Budget worksheet, and the visual aid they created.
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Education

3%

Entertainment

3%

Internet, Phone, Cable

3%

Philanthropy

3%

Clothing

4%

Savings

5%

Health Care

6%

Other

6%

Child Care

9%

Food, Groceries, Personal Care Items

10%

Transportation

18%

Housing

30%
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Average Household Budget
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Creating a budget is a lot like working a puzzle—every little piece must fit
for it to be complete. Most consumers have incomes and expenditures. As
these two factors become more complicated, it is helpful to have a budget.
To further understand the concept of budgeting and to provide some actual
practice for your JA Finance Park simulation, you will develop a typical
monthly budget. Your budget will work best if you balance your income and
expenditures and have a little extra money at the end of the month.
The process of creating a budget involves four basic steps: Set Up and
Gather Information; Budget and Establish Financial Goals; Make Informed
Decisions Using Research; and Shop and Balance the Budget. For this
practice budget, you will work in cooperative learning groups. Each group will
randomly receive a Life Scenario card that describes an imaginary life you will
lead and provides information needed to begin planning your budget. After
deducting taxes, your group will calculate your Net Monthly Income (NMI) to
find out exactly how much money is available to spend each month.
Study and discuss the Average Household Budget chart to understand how
much a family typically spends in different budget categories. You also must
research the prices of goods and services in your area by using the Internet,
newspapers, magazines, and catalogs. Make a PowerPoint, poster, or some
other visual aid to show the cost of goods and services you found during your
research.
Using your Life Scenario card, the Average Household Budget chart, and
Budget Guidelines worksheets, your group should establish minimum and
maximum allowances for each budget category. You will determine how much
to save each month and how much to donate to charity. You must spend
within a given range for each budget category.
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Student Introduction

Once you have found and compared budget options, your group must “go
shopping” by making a final decision on how to spend the money allotted for
each category. This will require using the guidelines and setting priorities for
the budget areas considered most important.
While you are compiling information, planning your budget, and making
decisions, you probably will find it necessary to ask questions of adults. They
have experience making decisions about managing money and will have
some helpful advice. Remember your goals: Meet your hypothetical family’s
needs. Have a little extra money at the end of the month. Contribute to worthy
causes. Save for your future.
Learn how to do those things now and your financial future as an adult will be
far brighter.
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Student Checklist
Place a checkmark beside each item as it is completed during the practice
simulation. If necessary, use the glossary located at the back of your JA
Finance Park Student Workbook.
oo 1. Using the information from your Life Scenario card, complete Worksheet
1, Net Monthly Income.
oo 2. Study and discuss Worksheet 2, the Average Household Budget.
oo 3. Complete Worksheet 3, Budget Guidelines, to determine the minimum
and maximum amounts for each budget category. You may use a
calculator. Your teacher may provide Optional Worksheet A, Percentage
Bank, to make the calculations a bit easier.
oo 4. Complete Worksheet 4, Savings and Investments. Optional: Read,
complete, and discuss Optional Worksheet B, Investment Portfolio,
and Optional Worksheet C, Personal Investment Report. Using stock
reports, complete the Personal Investment Report worksheet daily.
oo 5. Read and discuss Worksheet 5, Housing. Living at home with your
parents is not acceptable housing for this exercise. Use the Internet,
newspaper classified ads, or real estate magazines for housing
research. Housing must be in your local area.
oo 6. Complete either Worksheet 6, Home Buyer, OR
oo 7. Complete Worksheet 7, Home Renter.
oo 8. Complete Worksheet 8, Utilities.
oo 9. Complete Worksheet 9, Transportation—Fixed Costs. Use the Internet,
newspaper classified ads, or automotive magazines for transportation
research.
oo 10. Complete Worksheet 10, Transportation—Variable Costs.
oo 11. Choose a budget category from Worksheet 11, Groceries, OR read
and discuss Optional Worksheet D, Food, Household, and Hygiene.
Optional: Based on your family’s needs, plan and prepare Optional
Worksheet E, Weekly Menu, and Optional Worksheet F, Grocery
List. Use these figures to complete Optional Worksheet G, Food
Expenditures.
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oo 13. Using the chart provided or your own research, choose a phone
plan and complete Worksheet 13, Phone.
oo 14. Complete Worksheet 14, Clothing and Accessories, using your
research OR complete Optional Worksheet H, Clothing—Discount
to Designer.
oo 15. Complete Worksheet 15, Home Improvement and Furniture. You
have a minimum amount that must be spent or financed on this
budget item.
oo 16. Complete Worksheet 16, Entertainment. Remember to choose up
to four age-appropriate activities for your family.
oo 17. Complete Worksheet 17, Cable and Internet.
oo 18. Complete Worksheet 18, Dining Out.
oo 19. Complete Worksheet 19, Philanthropy, by using the Internet or
newspaper to choose a worthy cause and then decide how much
money or time you will contribute each month.
oo 20. Complete Worksheet 20, Education, using the Educational Debt
amount from your Life Scenario.
oo 21. If you have children, complete Worksheet 21, Child Care.
oo 22. Complete your budget by transferring the amounts from the
shaded total box on each worksheet to the Expenditure Amount
column on Worksheet 22, The Budget. Subtract all the expenses
from your NMI.
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oo 12. Complete Student Worksheet 12, Health Insurance, by calculating
the insurance needs of your family.

oo 23. Prepare the final worksheets as instructed by your teacher.
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Net Monthly Income (NMI)
Worksheet 1

Name__________________________ Job Title___________________________
Complete Lines 1-7 to calculate your net monthly income (NMI). Use your Life Scenario card to identify
your gross annual income (GAI) and your federal income, Social Security, and Medicare tax amounts.
Line 1:

Gross annual income

$

Line 2:

Gross monthly income (divide Line 1 by 12 months)

$

Line 3:

Monthly federal income tax amount

$

Line 4:

Monthly Social Security tax amount

$

Line 5:

Monthly Medicare tax amount

$

Line 6:

Total monthly taxes (Add Lines 3, 4, and 5)

$

Line 7:

Monthly income (Line 2 minus Line 6)

$

Line 8:

Net Monthly Income (NMI)

$

Transfer Line 8 (Net Monthly Income) to the NMI lines onto Worksheet 3, Budget Guidelines, and
Worksheet 22, The Budget.
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Average Household Budget
Worksheet 2

Name__________________________ Job Title___________________________

Discuss the following with your group:
In which category is the most money spent? _____________________________
Compare the top three categories. Does anything surprise you?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Are there any categories here that you would not include in your own budget?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Budget Guidelines
Worksheet 3

Name__________________________ Job Title___________________________
Using the formula percentages provided, calculate all the minimum and maximum guideline
percentages for each of the budget categories. Write the amounts on the lines provided. Refer to these
amounts as you begin to make your budget decisions. All budget decisions must be between the
minimum and maximum guidelines listed.
Formula: Guideline Percentage x NMI = Guideline Amount
Example: 0.17 x $2,365 = $402.05 (Percent written as a decimal. Ex: 17% = 0.17)
Amount from Line 8, Worksheet 1, Net Monthly Income
Minimum
Guideline
Percentage

Minimum
Guideline
Amount

Maximum
Guideline
Percentage

Maximum
Guideline
Amount

2% of NMI

$

Personal Choice

$

18% of NMI

$

24% of NMI

$

$

7% of NMI

$

1% of NMI

$

5% of NMI

$

8% of NMI

$

10% of NMI

$

Transportation–Variable Cost
4% of NMI
Gas and Maintenance

$

8% of NMI

$

Budget Category

Pay Yourself First
(savings/investment)
Housing (rent/mortgage)
Utilities
Electric/Power
Water/Sewer/Trash
Transportation–Fixed Cost
Monthly Payment
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$

3% of NMI

Grocery
Health Insurance
Phone
Clothing and Accessories
Home Improvement and
Furniture
Entertainment
Cable and Internet

16% of NMI
2% of NMI
1% of NMI
3% of NMI

$
$
$
$

20% of NMI
6% of NMI
5% of NMI
7% of NMI

$
$
$
$

8% of NMI

$

12% of NMI

$

2% of NMI
1% of NMI

$
$

6% of NMI
3% of NMI

$
$

Dining Out
Philanthropy
Education
Child Care

1% of NMI
1% of NMI
1% of NMI
NA to 5%

$
$
$
$

5% of NMI
Personal Choice
5% of NMI
9% of NMI

$
$
$
$
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Percentage Bank
Optional Worksheet A

Name__________________________ Job Title___________________________
Although there are 17 different budget categories, there are only 14 total minimum and maximum NMI
percentages. By calculating each value now, you’ll save time when you determine your spending limits
for each category in JA Finance Park.
To figure out each value in the Percentage Bank:
• Change the percentage into a decimal number.
•

Multiply the result by your total NMI.

•

Round each answer up or down to the nearest dollar.

Example: If you wanted to calculate 5% of a $3,139 NMI, you would:
• Change 5% into its decimal form: 0.05
•

Multiply 0.05 by your NMI: (0.05 x $3,139) = $156.95

•

Round $156.95 to the nearest dollar: $157

When you’re finished, transfer each value to Worksheet 3, Budget Guidelines. Note that each category
needs a minimum and a maximum guideline amount.

Net Monthly Income:
0%

$

15%

$

1%

$

16%

$

2%

$

18%

$

3%

$

19%

$

5%

$

20%

$

6%

$

24%

$

7%

$

25%

$
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Savings and Investments
Worksheet 4

Name__________________________ Job Title___________________________
Most financial advisers recommend having three separate savings accounts: emergency fund, general
savings, and retirement. People who invest at a young age for their retirement will reap the greatest
benefits because they can grow their savings through compound interest, which is interest paid on
previously paid interest. Also important is having emergency savings in case you lose your job, have
unexpected medical expenses, or suffer other financial setbacks. Financial advisers recommend a
minimum of three months’ net monthly income in a separate savings account that provides ready
access to cash should an emergency arise. A general savings account is for future vacations, major
purchases, and other specific long-term goals.
Start with at least 2 percent of your NMI for your savings, but it is better for your financial future if you
can start with 5 percent or more.
How much have you saved so far? Transfer the amounts from your Life Scenario and NMI Worksheet.
Household NMI
Retirement Savings
Emergency Fund

$
$
$

Your savings goal: Set an overall savings goal. You can decrease or increase your savings to meet
your needs.
To save 2% of my NMI each month, I would save:
To save 5% of my NMI each month, I would save:
To save 10% of my NMI each month, I would save:
My monthly savings amount:

$
$
$
$

Allocation: Determine how you will divide these funds into each saving account.
Retirement Saving
Emergency Fund
Other savings
Total Savings

$
$
$
$

Line 1: Enter the total amount you have chosen to save this month

$

Transfer the Line 1 amount to the Pay Yourself First line on Worksheet 22, The Budget.
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Investment Portfolio
Optional Worksheet B

Name__________________________ Job Title___________________________
Many people think investing is only for the rich. Nothing could be further from the truth. Investing is
smart for everyone, and the earlier you begin saving and investing, the more money you will earn.
Time is money!
A stock’s value can change at any moment, depending on the market and other conditions. The
market report (stock reports), printed daily in the business section of the newspaper, keeps investors
up to date on what’s happening in the investment market.
As part of your savings plan, you can choose to invest your retirement savings in the stock market. You
will need to find stocks on the Internet or in the newspaper.
Create your stock portfolio by selecting three stocks that interest you. Write those stocks on the
three lines below and on Optional Worksheet C, Personal Investment Report. For five days during this
simulation, you will review your stock value in the stock reports of your local newspaper. You must
determine the value of each stock and record it on the Personal Investment Report. At the end of the
five days, you will be able to see the growth or decline of your total portfolio. Remember, to determine
the current value of your stock each day, you must multiply the number of shares you own by the price
of the share at the close of that day.

Stock Value Formula

Number of Shares x Close Price = Total Value of Stock
Example:

PZZA
GE
COF
Total Value of Portfolio

70 x $41.50 = $2,905
50 x $26.00 = $1,300
20 x $81.00 = $1,670
= $5,875

Select three stocks and determine their value for today:

Stock Symbol

# of Shares

Close Price

Total Value

x

= $

x

= $

x

= $
Total Value of Portfolio = $
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Personal Investment Report
Optional Worksheet C

Name__________________________ Job Title___________________________
Complete the personal investment report using a newspaper stock report to track your stocks for five
days. Calculate the total value of your portfolio each day, and answer the questions at the bottom of
the page.

# of
Stock Symbols
Shares

Example:
MSFT

5

Day 1:
price
per
share

Day 1:
total
value

Day 2:
price
per
share

Day 2:
total
value

Day 3:
price
per
share

Day 3:
total
value

Day 4:
price
per
share

Day 4:
total
value

Day 5:
price
per
share

Day 5:
total
value

$46

230

$47

235

$47

235

$48

240

$49

245

Total Portfolio
Value

1. What was the Total Portfolio Value on Day 1?
2. On which day was your Total Portfolio Value the highest? How much was it worth?
3. Which stock was worth the most on Day 5?
4. What was the highest price per share for the week? List the name of the stock and the price.
5. What was the Total Portfolio Value on Day 5?
6. What was the difference between the Total Portfolio Value on Day 1 and Day 5?
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